
Resolution to Address the COVID-19 Pandemic in Florida 
 

WHEREAS the United States federal and Florida state government administrations 
have inappropriately and belatedly responded to the COVID-19 pandemic, resulting in 
more than 100,000 deaths nationwide, more than 2250 deaths in Florida and 58 deaths 
in Charlotte County (as of May 27, 2020). The United States has had 28 percent of 
global deaths despite having only 4 percent of the world’s population. Many of these 
deaths could have been prevented if appropriate measures such as social distancing 
and facility shutdowns had been implemented sooner; and 
 
WHEREAS the delayed COVID-19 pandemic response has caused the greatest surge 
in Florida’s unemployment rate since the Great Recession, yet Florida’s unemployed 
are experiencing extreme difficulty to file claims to secure benefits with the online 
CONNECT system and the Department of Economic Opportunity reemployment 
department. Furthermore, Florida law currently limits additional unemployment 
compensation beyond 12 weeks until the 3rd quarter of 2020.  The Federal 
administration has blocked open enrollment in the Affordable Care Act (ACA or 
Obamacare) to provide needed health care benefits to the unemployed. 
 
WHEREAS Florida is one of only 14 states that have not expanded Medicaid.  As a 
result, approximately 445,000 Floridians fall into the “Coverage Gap,” meaning they 
have no path to affordable coverage. Approximately 392,000 low-income Floridians who 
do qualify for Marketplace insurance (those between 100 and 138% FPL) are severely 
burdened by out-of-pocket costs and challenges in accessing care, many of which 
would be resolved with Medicaid expansion; and 
 
WHEREAS the Florida government has taken premature steps to reopen the economy 
(with the support of the Federal administration), terminated a top Florida Department of 
Health data manager responsible for maintaining the state’s COVID-19 data, and has 
not put in place adequate testing or contact tracing capabilities, hence Florida risks a 
hazardous second wave of infections which may not be pro-actively detected or publicly 
reported; and 
 
WHEREAS the State of Florida and Charlotte County over 65 senior populations 
exceed 20% and 34%, respectively which is the highest percentage in the USA.  Many 
are housed in long term care facilities, often with inadequate, under-equipped, poorly 
trained, poorly managed and/or underpaid staff, hence there are inadequate procedures 
to protect these high risk citizens from infection and death through oversight, testing, 
reporting and preventative health care; and  
 
WHEREAS Florida has the third largest prison population in the US with over 100,000 in 
state prisons. Thousands more are incarcerated in Florida jails. Black people constitute 
17% of state residents, but 39% of people in jail and 47% of people in prison. Prison 
housing facilities (increasingly for-profit operations) do not permit adequate social 
distancing measures between both prisoners and staff, hence such facilities are 
hotbeds for community spread of the virus. Yet Florida has no measures to early 
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release prisoners who do not pose a threat to society, are medically compromised, are 
near the end of their prison terms or eligible for parole; and 
 
WHEREAS the Federal CARES Act provided funds for a Payroll Protection Program 
which was unfairly distributed to large corporations, rather than the small businesses it 
was meant to protect; and 
 
WHEREAS the Charlotte County Democratic Party stands with the unemployed, low 
income, the elderly, the incarcerated and small businesses to demand access to social 
benefits, health care, Medicaid expansion, COVID-19 testing, accurate & transparent 
COVID-19 reporting, early prisoner release procedures, appropriate social 
distancing/sheltering at home measures and financial aid to small businesses to 
retain/rehire employees, such that the health and economic impacts of the COVID-19 
pandemic to Florida’s citizens can be minimized.   
 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Charlotte County Democratic Party send a 
letter to Senators Marco Rubio and Rick Scott, Rep. Greg Steube, State Rep. Michael 
Grant, State Senator Joe Gruters and Governor Ron DeSantis, urging federal and state 
governments to extend unemployment benefits after the initial 12 week period ends 
(rather than waiting for the 3rd quarter); improve the CONNECT system to allow all 
unemployed to promptly file claims; approve Medicaid expansion; open ACA enrollment 
access; develop procedures for early prison and jail release; ensure accurate, timely 
and transparent reporting of COVID-19 cases and deaths; increase COVID-19 testing 
availability and contact tracing to mitigate current and possible second COVID-19 
infection waves; implement rigorous retirement and assisted living facility inspection, 
reporting and monitoring procedures to prevent senior citizen outbreaks; establish 
processes to allow prompt re-establishment of shelter at home measures by county in 
the event of community spread; ensure adequate supplies of personal protective 
equipment  (PPE) for the public and essential workers;  and increase financial stimulus 
for small businesses to retain/rehire employees. 
 
THEREFORE BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Charlotte County Democratic 
Party support the US Senate passage of the ‘‘Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus 
Emergency Solutions Act’’ or the “HEROES Act’’ as passed by the US House of 
Representatives. 
  
Submitted by Teresa Jenkins, Chair, Charlotte County Democratic Executive Committee 
and Francis Dance, Associate Member 
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June 1, 2020 
 
The Honorable Marco Rubio 
284 Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 
 
Dear Senator Rubio, 
 
The Charlotte County Democratic Party unanimously passed a resolution (copy 
attached) asking for your support to address the COVID-19 pandemic in Florida.  
Specifically, we ask: 
 

1. Federal and state governments extend unemployment benefits after the initial 
12 week period ends (rather than waiting for the 3rd quarter); 

2. Improve the Florida CONNECT system to allow unemployed to promptly file 
claims;  

3. Approve Medicaid expansion in Florida;  
4. Open access to ACA enrollment; 
5. Develop procedures to allow early prisoner and jail release of those who do 

not represent a threat to society, are medically compromised, have completed 
>50% of their term, and/or are approaching parole eligibility; 

6. Ensure accurate, timely and transparent reporting of COVID-19 cases and 
deaths;  

7. Increase COVID-19 testing availability and contact tracing to mitigate current 
and possible second COVID-19 infection waves; 

8. Implement rigorous retirement and assisted living facility inspection, reporting 
and monitoring procedures to prevent senior citizen outbreaks; 

9. Establish processes to allow prompt re-establishment of shelter at home 
measures by county in the event of community spread; 

10. Ensure adequate supplies of personal protective equipment  (PPE) for the 
public and essential workers;  and  

11. Increase financial aid to small businesses to retain/rehire employees. 
 
We further ask that you support the US Senate passage of the ‘‘Health and 
Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions Act’’ or the “HEROES Act’’ as 
passed by the US House of Representatives. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Teresa Jenkins 
Chair, Charlotte County Democratic Executive Committee 


